“Getting the best from YOUR computer tranny”
Well, the weather really has mucked things up for us recently. Even the INDOOR meeting was
cancelled because the school staff could not get there. Even if our members were prepared to brave
the elements! So, all the rules and regulations plus Health & Safety worked against us yet again!
Anyway, I DID try to have ago with the “Don” the Sunday before it snowed, and was moderately
successful, after two rather “Bumpy” landings.
As I came into land, and flared out (or tried to), my brain said “A little Up” but unfortunately my thumb
was SO cold it refused to move! Which meant that I hit the deck too early and in the wrong place!
After much searching in the car and pockets I found a thicker glove to suit my right hand. There after
my landings were as smooth as silk (more or less)! Har! Har!
Our last “get-togetherll at Ugley Village Hall, was a quiet cosy affair, with the raffle raising £23 for club
funds, a general chat, a vote of thanks from Brian for work done by the committee and then a general
move towards the “Chequers” I won a carton of cleaning materials, so I suppose I will have to make
an effort to produce a clean model from time to time! Maybe I should venture a little way into the
electric scene, in the interests of cleanliness! Trouble is, I like the sound and the challenge of the
mucky engines.
Which of course are not allowed indoors, and I have a LITTLE electric Piper Cub which IS allowed
fortunately. Which brings me nicely to the point that, we have lost one of our indoor dates (as you
know). So the first indoor meet will be 22 Jan 2011. See you there!
All other dates will be as in the last newsletter, times remain unchanged, at 12.30 to 2pm.
Must close now. It’s that time of year when you have people to see (to keep the peace)!
Cheers Dears, Mike

